
How to use IMPLAN 
multiplier tables



Implan multipliers are different than RIMS II 
multipliers in format, but do the same thing



Here, we are going to add a new trucking firm that 
will have 87 jobs – we don’t know anything else
There are two ways to do this:
1. Interpolate the direct output change to then calculate the direct, 

indirect, and induced effects from this job addition
2. Interpolate the direct output change and the direct labor income 

change (you already have the direct jobs), and then use the Type I 
and Type II multipliers to estimate the economic impacts or effects.



1. Interpolating direct output

• There are 87 jobs:
• There are 6.1148 jobs per $million of direct output
• Therefore, 87 / 6.1148 = $14.228 million in direct output
• We now multiply that direct output value time every coefficient in the output, 

labor income, and job multipliers where it is labeled “------- of Direct Output 
Change”



Answer: Multiply $14.228 million in direct 
output times the values in the red boxes



Answer:

1. Direct change  $          14.228 

Impact Table Direct Indirect Induced Total
Output  $             14.23  $             5.08  $             5.37  $           19.31 
Labor Income  $               5.52  $             1.87  $             1.67  $             9.06 
Jobs                   87.0                  34.6                  41.5               163.1 



Using the Multipliers, here’s the steps

1. Interpolate the direct amount from the job change (as above)
2. Interpolate the labor income by multiplying the direct output 

change times the direct coefficient in the labor income column for 
that industry

3. Then use the Type I and Type II multipliers with these provisions
1. Indirect column values: Multiply the direct values columns times their 

respective Type I multiplier -1
2. Induced column values: Multiply the direct values columns times their 

respective Type II minus Type I multiplier
3. The total column is the sum of the direct, indirect, and induced values



And, voila!, you get the exact same results
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